PETKO's travel plan

29 Aug 2017

How to fold

Leave for the airport
And you're off! Don't forget your Photo ID.
55CM

Arrive at the airport
Don't forget you need to arrive 2 hours before your sched
uled flight.

40CM

20CM
20CM

20:00

Bag drop
Your bag drop closes 40 minutes before the flight. Give y
ourself a little extra time in case there's a queue.

21:20

35CM

20CM

Your cabin bags must not be
bigger than this
Oversized and extra bags or items will need
to be carried in the hold. The fee for this is
€50/£50.
If the flight is busy, you might be asked to
check-in your cabin bag. This is free as long
as your bag is the correct size.

Please board using front stairs

Arrive at gate
The gate closes 30 minutes before flight departure. Watc
h the airport monitors for your gate number.

22:00

Flight departs
Your flight will take 3 hours and 10 minutes, settle in for a
tasty coffee.

23:10

Flight arrives

If you are denied boarding or if your flight is cancelled or delayed for at
least two hours, ask at the ticket counter or boarding gate for the text
stating your rights, particularly with regard to compensation and
assistance.

FR9968 29 AUGUST 2017 PETKO MARINOV DUKBYA
04B

SEQ 132

You will need to change your watch to -2 hours.

29. Aug 2017
Date

Gate Closes

Departs

21:30

22:00

Sofia T2

London (Stansted)
132

Booking ref

Middle

DUKBYA

Seq

04B

Front
Boarding

Seat

PETKO MARINOV
SOF - STN | FR9968

OTHER Q
BULGARIA

P/38-5649

I

BOARDING PASS

ALDONA's travel plan

29 Aug 2017

How to fold

Leave for the airport
And you're off! Don't forget your Photo ID.
55CM

Arrive at the airport
Don't forget you need to arrive 2 hours before your sched
uled flight.

40CM

20CM
20CM

20:00

Bag drop
Your bag drop closes 40 minutes before the flight. Give y
ourself a little extra time in case there's a queue.

21:20

35CM

20CM

Your cabin bags must not be
bigger than this
Oversized and extra bags or items will need
to be carried in the hold. The fee for this is
€50/£50.
If the flight is busy, you might be asked to
check-in your cabin bag. This is free as long
as your bag is the correct size.

Please board using front stairs

Arrive at gate
The gate closes 30 minutes before flight departure. Watc
h the airport monitors for your gate number.

22:00

Flight departs
Your flight will take 3 hours and 10 minutes, settle in for a
tasty coffee.

23:10

Flight arrives

If you are denied boarding or if your flight is cancelled or delayed for at
least two hours, ask at the ticket counter or boarding gate for the text
stating your rights, particularly with regard to compensation and
assistance.

FR9968 29 AUGUST 2017 ALDONA AVDEJEVA
DUKBYA 16B

SEQ 133

You will need to change your watch to -2 hours.

29. Aug 2017
Date

Gate Closes

Departs

21:30

22:00

Sofia T2

London (Stansted)
133

Booking ref

Middle

DUKBYA

Seq

16B

Front
Boarding

Seat

ALDONA AVDEJEVA
SOF - STN | FR9968

OTHER Q
LITHUANIA

P/24-8341

I

BOARDING PASS

LAURA's travel plan

29 Aug 2017

How to fold

Leave for the airport
And you're off! Don't forget your Photo ID.
55CM

Arrive at the airport
Don't forget you need to arrive 2 hours before your sched
uled flight.

40CM

20CM
20CM

20:00

Bag drop
Your bag drop closes 40 minutes before the flight. Give y
ourself a little extra time in case there's a queue.

21:20

35CM

20CM

Your cabin bags must not be
bigger than this
Oversized and extra bags or items will need
to be carried in the hold. The fee for this is
€50/£50.
If the flight is busy, you might be asked to
check-in your cabin bag. This is free as long
as your bag is the correct size.

Please board using front stairs

Arrive at gate
The gate closes 30 minutes before flight departure. Watc
h the airport monitors for your gate number.

22:00

Flight departs
Your flight will take 3 hours and 10 minutes, settle in for a
tasty coffee.

23:10

Flight arrives

If you are denied boarding or if your flight is cancelled or delayed for at
least two hours, ask at the ticket counter or boarding gate for the text
stating your rights, particularly with regard to compensation and
assistance.

FR9968 29 AUGUST 2017 LAURA AVDEJEVA DUKBYA SEQ 134
01B

You will need to change your watch to -2 hours.

29. Aug 2017
Date

Gate Closes

Departs

21:30

22:00

Sofia T2

London (Stansted)
134

Booking ref

Middle

DUKBYA

Seq

01B

Front
Boarding

Seat

LAURA AVDEJEVA
SOF - STN | FR9968

OTHER Q
LITHUANIA

P/24-2091

I

BOARDING PASS

